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IT’S A WINTER
WONDERLAND
by Blythe Thimsen

D

d

o you remember that scene in White Christmas
when Bing Crosby and his castmates sing a song
entitled Snow? “Snow!...Where it’s snowing, all winter
through, that’s where I want to be. Snowball throwing,
that’s what I’ll do. How I’m longing to ski through the snow-ohoh-oh-oh!” They seemed downright giddy at the arrival of the
white stuff.
For some of us, the feeling is mutual. Once the temperature
drops, the clouds roll in and the flakes start flying, we get an antsy
feeling that can only be quenched by a run down the slope, a
walk through the powder, or a spirited snowball fight. For others,
the onslaught of winter is something to be endured; the ticking
of time until the sun and warmth yet again appear. Whether you
love it or loathe it, winter in these parts most often means loads of
snow (and it absolutely means colder temperatures). Wondering
what to do during these days o’ winter? How about having a little
fun, Spokane Coeur d’Alene Living style?
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e SNOW PATROL

Olympic
Game Farm

On the Olympic Peninsula

Come
See
the
Waving
Bears!
Olympic Game Farm 1423 Ward Rd. • Sequim, WA 98382

1-800-778-4295 • 360-683-4295 • www.OlyGameFarm.com
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Skiing
Spokane is perfectly located in the
heart of ski country. With ski resorts
aplenty, some within an hour and a
half drive, and even more accessible
within a half day’s drive, there are no
shortage of mountaintops from which
to descend. Loyal to our local hills
though, we suggest a day at one of
the “Fab Four” - four mountains within
two hours of Spokane:
Mt. Spokane Ski & Snowboard Park
(mtspokane.com) has a soft spot in
our hearts because of its location and
“less than a gallon of gas” proximity to
town. It has 45 designated runs, 1,425
acres of skiable terrain, and 16 night
skiing runs. The ol’ bunny hill is one of
the best on which to learn to ski.
49° North Mountain Resort (ski49n.
com) is a bit longer of a drive, located
42 miles north of town in Chewelah,
but, as they say, 49° is “blessed with
wide open groomed runs, moguls,
desert dried powder, and hundreds of
acres of legendary tree skiing.”
Schweitzer Mountain (schweitzer.
com) is offering up fun all season long.
This year, before he hits the skies with
his sleigh and reindeer, Santa will
be hitting the slopes. On December
24th, Santa will be skiing on the hill
and passing treats with Mrs. Claus.
After passing out treats they will lead
a balloon parade from the top of the
Basin Express chair down to the village.
Follow him into the Selkirk Lodge for
Nestle hot chocolate, cookies and to
deliver your last minute wishes.
The other Idaho hot spot for skiing
is Silver Mountain Resort (silvermt.
com), which is a mere 75 miles from
Spokane, and 35 miles from Coeur
d’Alene. Sure, we love to swoosh
down the mountain, but we don’t
care for fishtailing up the road to the
mountain. That’s why we love Silver so
much; located in the Idaho panhandle,
just a quarter mile from I-90 with no
curvy, white-knuckle roads to deal with.
Silver Mountain Resort is easily one of
the most accessible skiing vacation
resorts you will ever visit.
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eSledding

Less expensive, less skill required,
and less equipment needed. Such are
the benefits of sledding versus skiing.
The descents may not be as steep, but
for any kids who have grown up in the
Northwest, and any adults who are in
touch with their inner kid, sledding is
the way to go. Manito Park seems to be
the go-to sledding location in Spokane,
and we know why. With plenty of hills,
and a Norman Rockwell setting, this is
one of our favorite spots to hit in the
winter.

eIce Skating

Who hasn’t wanted to let their inner
Kristi Yamaguchi or Evan Lysacek
shine forth, by showcasing your triple
Salchow, double axel combination
spin? A trip to Riverfront Park’s Ice
Palace is just the place to do it. True,
most of us won’t be doing combination
spins, much less actually letting go of
the walls of the rink, but it’s still fun
to try (try to stay upright that is!) This
season brings with it a new Olympia
ice resurfacer, expanded food service
and new skates.

Country
eCross
Skiing

For those who prefer their skiing
to be a gentle glide, rather than a
terrifying zoom downhill, cross
country skiing is the perfect choice.
You still get the outdoor beauty of a
winter wonderland and an incredible
workout, but with a quieter, more
relaxed environment. Spokane Parks
& Recreation (spokaneparks.org) has
a variety of interesting cross-country
outings planned for this winter. Join
the fun!
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eShoveling

Wait a minute, you may be saying,
isn’t this supposed to be winter fun?
Shoveling can be fun, especially when
you consider the benefits of it. First
of all, it clears your sidewalks and
driveways, which is just plain nice
for all those traversing by, but more
important, you can burn 288 calories,
or more, per hour moving that white
stuff! Think of it as payoff for drinking
that extra hot buttered rum!
As we mentioned earlier, not
everyone is such a huge fan of the
snow that they want to spend the day
frolicking in it. Sometimes, it is better
to stay snug as a bug, and take in the
winter scenery through the window – a
well insulated window that keeps the
chill out and lets you stay cozy inside.
So for those of you who are looking
for some winter fun that is a little less
snow-encrusted, don’t worry, there is
still plenty to do in the winter months.

eCULINARY
ESCAPADES

Rolling out cookie dough or
experimenting with a new recipe is
never so much fun as when a cold
wind is blowing outside. Stock up
with kitchen gadgets from The Kitchen
Engine, and try one new recipe each

week this winter. Grab a group of
friends to get in on the challenge, and
share your results at a potluck style
dinner.
If your co-workers are friendly and
you trust them not to poison you, then
put the phones on voicemail for an
afternoon and gather round the table
together! Plan a work party or dinner
where each person must incorporate
a particular element, such as pumpkin,
into this dish. It’s challenging and
creative, and lets you spend time with
your office mates in a less stressful
setting.
Sometimes it’s better to leave the
baking to the experts, though. Relax
and try made from scratch chocolate
croissants at Petit Chat Bakery.
This bakery also sells freshly baked
assorted breads, cheeses, and other
baked goods, and is the perfect spot
to spend a cold afternoon catching up
with a friend, or a good book!
Try an exotic dish at a restaurant
you’ve never been to. Taste of India
offers chicken curries ranging from
mild to spicy, sure to please anyone’s
palette and to spice up the winter
weather. Bangkok Thai also offers
different combos for mild to spicy
dishes.
Go chocolate tasting with a group
of friends and explore the different
combos of chocolate available.
Sometimes you are able to snag deals
(like from Deal Planet Spokane) on
tasting classes around Spokane.
Down load the Happy Hour app and
visit new spots for tasty treats and
drinks, at half the cost. Bowlz Bitez and
Spiritz is conveniently located down
town and offers $5 menu items during
their happy hour and from 10 - 2 a.m.
Wine tasting classes can be
a perfect holiday gift or just a fun
outing with the girls. Starting at just
$5 per person, Knipprath Cellars offers
private tastings for groups of people.
They are also planning to open a new
room dedicated to chocolate and wine
pairings.
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e COUCH POTATO 101

There are some movies that can
only be watched at Christmas. So no,
you are not being lazy by curling up
on the couch under a cozy blanket and
snuggling the remote as you settle in
for a marathon movie day; you are
getting into the spirit! Some of our
top picks include National Lampoon’s
Christmas Vacation, It’s A Wonderful
Life, The Muppets Christmas Carol, A
Christmas Story and White Christmas.

e GETAWAYS

Need to get out of the house, but
can’t afford to go too far from home?
Northern Quest Resort & Casino offers
holiday packages for a single person
getaway - or your whole family. We’re
most drawn to the idea of a getaway
at their La Rive spa, which boasts
experiential showers, which allow you
to select your choice of music, light
and sound.
For something further down the
road, visit Leavenworth, Washington,
with its “hundreds of thousands of
twinkling lights, carolers, cocoa, kids
sledding, the horse-drawn carriage...
it is enough to put any snow globe to
shame.” Who could resist a description
like that? With A Bavarian Village
theme, Leavenworth comes to life in
the winter, and it offers an affordable
escape just when you need it. Located
178 miles from Spokane, it is roughly
a three and a half hour drive, but you’ll
feel like you are a million miles away.
We suggest the Cirque du Noel on
Ice, on December 21st for some great
entertainment.
We’ve already gushed about
Sandpoint’s
most
well
known
attraction, Schweitzer Mountain, but
there is more to this town than just
the ski resort. For families that want to
divide and conquer, some members
can hit the slopes while others hit the
shops and restaurants. We sent our
Food Editor, Kevin Finch, to scout out
the best restaurants. Turn to page 185
for a Local Cuisine piece dedicated to
Sandpoint and all it has to offer.
Something a little closer to home, yet
still far enough away to make you feel
you are on vacation, is the Blackwell
House, a luxury boutique hotel in a
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historic home in
downtown Coeur
d’Alene. Built in
1906, the home
once belonged to
an army general,
but
you’ll
be
commanding your
time when you
are here. Each of
the seven guest
bedrooms
has
its own luxury
bathroom. Hotel
amenities include
billiards
table,
media
room,
shuffleboard table,
and
beautiful
grounds
for
relaxing. This is
the perfect spot
for a weekend
getaway to enjoy
Coeur
d’Alene’s
holiday lights, or
simply to get out
of town!

e

GOOD
FOR THE
SOUL

Volunteer your
spare time. Local
Charities, such as
the Union Gospel Mission (UGM), can
always use a helping hand during the
holiday season.
Stressed out this season? Spokane
Reflexology Manual Center just
opened up and offers a unique twist
to the average massage. Focusing
on pressure points in the body, the
owner says most of her clients slip into
a sweet slumber on her reflexology
table.
Take up a hobby that will keep your
mind and body sound. South Perry
Yoga offers a wide range of class times
and teaches beginning to experienced
classes.

eRANDOM FUN

Grab a group of friends and
neighbors and rent a limo in which
to drive around, looking at Christmas
lights. For the brave in the group, break
out into some Christmas caroling.
Visit the Pinterest website to
gather ideas for fun and inexpensive
“crafternoons!” One of our favorite
ideas is to fill up balloons with water
and color dye and freeze them outside.
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When they are frozen through, cut
away the balloon, and you have an ice
ball yard decoration.
Local churches, such as LifeCenter,
offer huge Christmas parties where
you dress up in holiday sweaters
and gather around for a big caroling
session.
Hot Chocolate Hunt! Make it your
mission this winter to hunt down the
best hot cocoa. We suggest hitting
Rockwood Bakery, the Chocolate
Apothecary and Rocket Bakery in the
course of sampling.
Get some culture! Visit Northwest
Museum of Arts and Culture (MAC)
for one of the current exhibits, Buffalo
Bill’s Wild West Warriors: Photographs
by Gertrude Käsebier, which runs until
February 9, 2013.
Jump-start
your
New Year’s
Resolutions. If you are one of the
millions of Americans who resolve to
start a fitness regimen in the New
Year, why not start now? Sign up for a
fitness class or a gym membership and
get a head start. You’ll be well on your
way when January rolls around, and
will have something active to do in the
cold months ahead!

